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ABSTRACT 
From an extension of the classical concept of Euclidean geometry (see for instance 
[6]), one defines a new class of cyclic codes called here "geometric odes" (primitive 
and non-primitive), generalizing those introduced by several authors [7, 8,10,11,14]. The 
codes are defined as generated over a prime field by a set of vectors having remarkable 
geometric properties. These properties are used to decode the dual codes in a step-by-step 
manner using majority logic (see [2]). 
I. INTRODUCTION: A GENERALIZATION OF THE CONCEPT OF 
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY 
1.1, Definitions 
Let p be a prime number. Consider positive integers m 1 , rn 2 ..... mn; m 
such that 
m,~l m,- l l  "'" I ms [ ml t  m, ml § m2 § "'" § m~ = m, (1)  
where a ] b means that a divides b(1 ~ a ~ b). Define F~ to be the Galois 
field GF[p '~,] and F the  Galois field GFLom]; then we have by (1): 
GF[p] C_ F, CC_ Fn_ 1 C_ ... C_ F x C_ F. (2) 
Let ~ be any non-zero element of F, 
~2 any element of F not of the form 3~al 
with 3 a belonging to F 1 , 
a~ any element of F not of the form 3~ 1 + 3~c~ 2 § -.. + 3r_1~_1 with 3i 
belonging to Fi(1 ~ i ~ r -- 1). 
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Then [a~, ~2 ..... a,] is said to form a basis of order r with respect o 
F~, F2 ..... F,(1 ~ r ~< n). The number of such bases clearly is: 
Br : (pro __ 1) H (pra __ pml+rn2+...+m 0 (1 ~< r ~< n).  (3) 
i=1 
Let us also notice that the conditions which define the basis [aa, ~z ..... a~] 
are equivalent o the following condition: every relation 
cola 1+to2o~ +. . '+eo~a~ =0,  with co~F i  (1 ~ i~<r) ,  
implies 091 = OJ 2 . . . . .  O) r = 0. 
1.2. Generalized Euclidean Geometry 
Let/3 be any element of F and [al ,  a2 ..... ~]  a basis of order r with 
respect o ?'1, F~ ..... F , .  Consider the set of elements ~ in F of the form: 
y : ~ -]- O,)10~ 1 -]- r -3 I- " "  --~ r , CO/e Fi (1 ~< i ~< r). (4) 
There are pral+m2+'"+m~ such elements (distinct from each other), they form 
what we call the Euclidean geometry of order r E(fl; a~, a2 ..... ~)  with 
respect o F~, F2 ..... F~. The elements ~, satisfying (4) are the "points" 
of the geometry (in particular/3 is the "fixed point"); [a~, ~ ..... at] is 
called the basis of the geometry and one has 
1Z(/3; ~ ,  ~ ..... ~r)l = p,,l+,,,+...+m,. (5) 
In particular, the field F itself is the unique geometry of order n 
E(/3; a~, a s ..... a,) with respect o F1, F2 ..... F , .  Generalizing the above 
definitions, we call the point ~ =/3  a geometry of order zero and denote 
it by E(fl). 
1.3. Orthogonal Check Set on a Given Geometry 
Let rr; rr 1,~r2 ..... 7rsbe J+ l  subsets of a set V. rr 1,Tr~ .... , r r ja re  
said to be orthogonal in V on rr (form an orthogonal check set of order J 
on 7r: see [2]) if 
r r in~r j= 7r ( i~ j ,  l ~ i , j~ J ) .  
The orthogonal check set is said to be maximal if one has 
~i  k)  ~r 2 k)  ' ' '  U ~r I = V .  
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Let rr = E(fl; a~, a2 ..... ~,-a) be a geometry of order r --  1 with respect o 
F t ,  F2 ,..., Fr_~ ; a~ a point of F not belonging to ~r. The number of such 
points is Nr with: 
N~ = pm_ pml+m~+.. .+mr_ 1 (2 ~ r ~ n), 
N~ =pm 1. 
By definition, the set of elements y of the form (4) is a geometry of order r 
(with respect o Fx, F2 ..... Fr). We call 7r(~r) = E(fl; O~x, c~ 2..... ~-a ,  ar) 
this geometry: rr is a subset of rr(c~r). On the other hand, rr(c~r) = rr(a'r) 
if and only if 
a; = 31o~ + 82a 2 + "'" + 3r_lar_l + 3rar with 3i c Ei 
(1 ~i~r) ,  6r~=O, (6) 
and ~r(a 0 :/= rr(~;) implies rr(c~r)n rr(c~;)= rr so that the number of 
distinct geometries of order r (with respect to F1, F2 .... , Fr) that are 
orthogonal in F on the fixed geometry rr of  order r -  1 is given by 
Jr = Nr/M,. where Mr is the number of choices for Sx, ~2 ..... ~r in (6): 
and thus: 
Mr = pmx+m2+'"+m' - - l (p  rn" - -  1) 
M 1 = pml  - -  1, 
(2 <~ r ~ n), 
J r  = pm-(mi+mz+'"+mr-1) -- 1
p mr - -  1 
J1 - -  p~- -  I 
p '~ l -  1 " 
(7) 
II. PRIMITIVE GEOMETRIC CODES 
2.1. Definitions 
Let [~1, ~2 ..... c~r] be a basis of order r with respect o F I ,  F2 ..... Fr, fi 
any element ofF ,  and call A the (r + 1)-tuple (fl; ~1, ~2 ..... ~r). Consider 
the geometry E(A) whose points are 
fi + ~o1~1 + ~o2~2 + "'" + cO,-r (~oi e F3. (8) 
We establish a correspondence b tween A and a vector v a of length N = pm 
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over GF[p] in the following manner: to every point y of F corresponds 
the coordinate v, of v a with the definitions 
v~ = o, if 7 r E(A), 
(9) 
v~ = Q(cor), if ), e E(A), 
where Q(x) is a mapping from F~ to GF[p]. In the following, we always 
take Q to be the polynomial 
Q(x)= x ~-1  ' (10) 
where u is any 
E(A) we have: 
v~----- 
divisor o fp  m. -- 1. Thus, when 7, belongs to the geometry 
1, if eo~ = 0, 
- -  1/u (mod p), if ~Or" = 1, 
0, if w~ =/: 0 and ~ru=/: l .  
The weight of the vector v a then obviously is [see (5)] 
I ra [  =(u+ 1)p~ with s=ml+ms+. . .+mr_z .  
We define a "primitive geometric ode" as the linear code 
Cu(mz , ms ..... mr), 
(11) 
(12) 
of length N ----- pro, generated over GF[p] by the vectors v A corresponding 
to all (r q- 1)-tuples A ---- (/3; a l ,  ~2 ..... ~r) such that [~1, ~s ,..., ~r] is a 
basis with respect o F1, Fs ,..., F t .  
For a vector o ~, defined by (9) and (11), we call S(A) the set of all points 
of F corresponding to non-zero coordinates of v a (obviously, S(A) is a 
subset of E(A)). We now examine the way in which the sets S(A) are 
distributed with respect to the geometries of order r and r -  1: The 
non-zero elements of F~ form a multiplicative cyclic group H of order 
pmr __ 1. These elements can be partitioned into the L = (p '~, -  1)/u 
cosets of H with respect to the subgroup H~ of the u-th roots of unity in H. 
We consider a fixed geometry of order (r --  l) 7r ----- E(fl; ~1, c~2 ,..., ~r-1) 
with respect o F~, Fs ,..., F~_I and a point o~ of F not belonging to 7r. 
For any ~ in H, the (r + 1)-tuple A~ = (/3; ~ ,  cq ..... c~_~, ~)  defines 
obviously a unique geometry of order r, i.e., E(A~) = E(A~,) if 8 and 8' 
belong to H, while it is easily seen (using the relations (11)) that S(A~) = 
S(A~,) if and only if 8 and 5' belong to the same coset of H with respect o 
H~. Furthermore rr is a subset of S(Aa) for every 3 in H and 
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S(A~) c~ s(A~,) = rr if (and only if) 3 and 3' belong to different cosets. 
So we have the following theorem: 
The number of sets S(A~) that are orthogonal in a given geometry E of 
order r on a given geometry of order (r -- 1) contained in E is equal to 
L - -  p '~- - I  
U 
(since H contains L cosets with respect o H~). 
And, combining this with the results of Section 1.3: 
The number of sets S(A) that are orthogonal in F on an), given geometry 
of order (r -- 1) with respect o F1, F2 ..... Fr-1 is equal to J with (see (7)): 
J=  Jr" - -  
p '~ . -  1 p . . . .  1 
U U 
with s = ml q- m2 -+- "'" mr_l 
(r if> 2) (13) 
Furthermore, it is easily seen that the orthogonal check set so defined is 
maximal in F. 
2.2. The Primitive Geometric Codes as Augmented Cyclic Codes 
Let us first show that every code C~(ml, m2 ,..., mr) is invariant under 
the affine group onF(see [9]). For the affine substitution ), --+ y'  : a), § b 
(a =/: 0; a, b e F), taken as a permutation on the coordinates of the code 
C , ,  transforms the vector v A defined by (9) into the vector v A' with fixed 
point /3' = a/3 § b and basis Ja i l ,  a~2 ..... aa~], thus transforming the 
code into itself. Moreover, from (11), the sum of coordinates of every 
vector v A (and thus of every vector in C~) is equal to zero. Hence C~ is 
equivalent o an augmented cyclic code (see [1]). 
Let g(x) be the generator polynomial of  C,(m~, m2 ..... m~) (with one 
coordinate place removed) and c~ a primitive element in F: c~  is a root of 
g(x) if and only if vA(~ t) = 0 for every polynomial vA(x) corresponding to 
the vectors v A defined in 2.1. One has 
vA(a ~) = ~ v~, t, 1 <~ t '~  pm- -  1 = N- -  1 
.g E F 
which, using the definitions 2.1, can be written: 
= Z Q(o r) Z " 2 
Oar~F r coieV 1 oJr_ler,_ 1 
~--- f t ( /~;  0~1, O~2, .. . ,  O~r). 
(/3 + ~1~1 + "'" + ~~ ~ 
(14) 
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Comparing with the results of Appendix A (Corollary of Theorem IV) 
one has the following theorem: ~ is not a root of g(x) (is a root of the 
parity check polynomial h(x) = (x ~-~ -- 1)/g(x)) if and only if the radix-p 
representation f integer t contains a non-zero multiple of Ul, of u~ ,..., of 
u, ; this we denote by 
R~(t) ~ u~, u2 ..... U~-l, u, (1 ~< t ~< pm _ 1), (15) 
with u~ = p",  --  1 (1 ~< i ~< r -- 1) and u, = u t p m, -- 1. The dimension 
k of Cu(m~, m2 .... , mr) is then the number of integers t satisfying (15). 
2.3. Minimum Distance 
Let d be the minimum distance of the code C,(ml ,  ms ..... m~). It is 
shown in Appendix B.1 that t does not satisfy (15) (i.e., a t is a root of 
g(x)) if t < T = (u -t- 1)p~ -- 1 so that, from the Bose bound, d is at 
least T q- I; on the other hand, the weight of the vectors v a of C, is 
exactly T + 1 (see (12)) and thus 
d :  T+1=(u+l )p  ~ with s :ml+ms+"-+mr_ l .  (16) 
2.4. Dual Code o f  a Geometric Code--Majority Logic Decoding 
Let us call C*(ml , m~. ..... mr) the dual code over GF[p] of C~(ml ,..., mr). 
In this section we give an algorithm for the decoding of C*, using majority 
logic (see (1.3). 
THEOREM. If the number e o f  erroneous ymbols in a vector o f  C* does 
not exceed [J/2], where J is given by (17), each symbol can correctly be 
determined by r successive majority decisions (see [2]): 
p ~--8  - -  1 
J ----- with s = m 1 q- me q- "'" -t- mr-1. (17) u 
For each vector v A of C, we define, as in Section 1.2, the set S(A) of all 
points o fF  corresponding to nonzero coordinates of v A. It has been shown 
in Section 1.2 that J is exactly the number of sets S(A) that are orthogonal 
in F on any geometry of order (r --  1) G = E(/~; %,  % ..... ~-1) (see 
formula (13)). Using the vectors v ~ of Cu as parity checks for C* we can 
construct in this manner an orthogonal check set of order J on G and thus, 
if e ~ [J/2], compute the sum of the errors in the positions corresponding 
to the points of G. On every geometry of order (r --  2) E(fl; ~1, o~2 .... , c~r-2) 
we now have an orthogonal check set of order Jr-1 and thus we can 
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compute the sum of the corresponding errors since Jr-1 > J (see (7)). By 
induction, we arrive in r steps to an orthogonal check set of order J1 on 
every geometry of order zero E(fl), i.e., on every point/3 of F, and we can 
compute the error in position/3 since ./1 ".> J. 
COROLLARY. The minimum distance d* of C*(ml , m2 .... , mr) is at least 
equal to J + 1. Thus, by (17) 
pro -8  1 
d*  >~ q-  1 w i th  s = m I -~ 19l 2 ~- ""  -~ mr_  1 . (18) 
U 
2.5. Completely Orthogonalizable Codes 
Let us define the primitive geometric ode C,(mr, m ...... m~) of length 
N = pm whose parity check polynomial h'(x) satisfies h'(e~*) = 0 if and 
only if (see (15)) 
R~(t)~p'~, - 1,...,p'~, - 1(  m- -s  times) 1 ~< t ~< N- -  1, (19) 
mr 
where we suppose v = pro, _ 1. By (16), the minimum distance of Cv is 
D = p,~-8. Using the definitions (15) and (19) one can show (see Appendix 
B.2) that Cv is a subcode of C*(m 1 , m2 .... , mr) so that the minimum 
distance d* of C* is not greater than D. Finally, comparing with (18) 
(where we set u = 1), one sees that d* is exactly equal to D = J + 1. 
Whence the theorem: 
The code C*(ml,  m2 ..... m~) has minimum distance 
d* = pm-S with s = ml q- m2 + ... + mr_l (20) 
and can be r-step orthogonalized. 
NOTE. Let us compare with each other the codes C*l(m 1 , m2 ,..., mr) 
for fixed N = pm and fixed d* = p'~-8. The best choice of ml ,  m2 ..... mr-1 
(with ma + mz q- "'" q- mr-1 = s and mr-x [ mr-~ I "'" [ ml [ m) is the one 
for which r is minimal. For the number of steps used in the decoding of 
C* is equal to r so that the cost of the decoding circuit is an increasing 
function of r; furthermore it is easily seen (using (I 5) for instance) that 
the dimension k* of C* is maximal when r is minimal. 
EXAMPLE. p = 2, m = 8, s = 5, N - -  28 = 256, d* = 23 = 8: 
/~ = C*(4, 1, 1) r = 3 k* = 223 
F '  = (71"(1, 1, 1, 1, l, 1,) r = 6 k* = 219 
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The code/ "  is the most advantageous and/ "  is the less advantageous in
the class of the codes having the specified parameters ( / "  is a Reed-Muller 
code, see [3, 4], and is a subcode o f / ' ) .  Numerical results are given in 
Section 4; when two codes have the same length and the same min imum 
distance, only the one for which the parameter r is minimal is given. 
I I I. NON-PRIMITIVE GEOMETRIC CODES 
3.1. Definition 
Consider an Euclidean geometry E(A) of order r with respect to 
F~, F2 ..... F~ for which the fixed point is/3 = 0, i.e., A = (0; ~1, ~2 ..... o~). 
The points of E(A) are: 
7' : o J~  + o~2o~ 2 + ..- + o~,  co~ ~F~ (1 ~ i ~ r). (21) 
Set 
pm __ 1 
Nu= with 1 <u= u~Ip m, -  1. (22) u 
Let ~ be a primitive element in F, then ~ = o~  is a primitive u-th root of 
unity. Let us write cyclically the non-zero elements of F: 
F---- 0; V0, V: ..... Vu_ 1 
with Vi = [~', ~cz, ~%2 ..... ~%N~-I] (0 ~ i ~< u -- 1). (23) 
I f  v A is the vector (of length pro) corresponding to A, the definition (11) 
shows that vt, ~ = v~ so that the restriction v~ A of v a to V~ is identical to the 
restriction v0 A of v A to Vo, and we have (see (12)) 
Iv0 a ] - -  Ivi a[ = (u+ 1)p~- -  1 with s=ml+m~+. . .+mr_ l .  (24) 
u 
We define as a "non-primit ive geometric ode" the linear code 
1-'u(ml , m2 ..... mr) 
of length Nu generated over GF[p] by the vectors v0 A corresponding to all 
(r + 1)-tuples A ----- (0, ~1, ~2 ..... ~r) such that [~1, a2 ..... ~r] is a basis 
with respect to F1,F2 .... , F t .  
3.2. The Non-primitive Geometric Codes as Cyclic Codes 
It is obvious that the substitution 7 --~ 7' = a7 (a :# 0, a ~ F) transforms 
the vector v0 A whose basis is [O~1, O~ 2 .. . . .  O~r] (see (21)) into the vector vo a' 
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whose basis is [acq, aa2 ..... a~]. Whence the code /'~(ml, m2 .... , mr) 
generated by the vectors Vo A is equivalent to a cyclic code. 
If we call g~(x) the generator polynomial of/- '~, 0 = a" a primitive 
N,-th root of unity (see (22)), 0 ~ is a root of g,(x) if and only if VoA(O ~) = 0 
for every polynomial Voa(X) corresponding to the vectors v0 a defined in 
3.1. One has 
1 
v0~(0 ') = Vo~(~ ) = hyv,~'",7_~ (1 ~t<~N.)  
and therefore, as in (14): 
1 
v~ =u ~ a(~ ~ "'" ~ 
wreF r wx~F x oJr_xeFr-- 1 
l 0 . . . .  , = uA, (  ;~,x, ~,~ o,3. 
((.01~ 1 -~- . , .  -~- O,)rOtf) u~ 
(25) 
Whence, by the same argument as in 2.2 (see Appendix A.5): 0 t is not a 
root of g,(x) (is a root of the parity check polynomial h~(x)= 
(x N" -- 1)/g~(x)) if and only if the radix-p representation f tu contains 
a non-zero multiple of ul ,  of u2 ..... of ur ; this we denote by 
R,(tu) ~ ux, u2 ..... u~-l, u, (1 ~< t ~< N,) (26) 
with ui =- pm' -- I(1 ~ i~<r- -  1) andu,=u lp  "~,-  1. 
The dimension k of I'~(ml, m2,..., mO is then the number of integers t 
satisfying (26). 
3.3. Minimum Distance (see 2.3) 
Let d~ be the minimum distance of the code /'~(ma, m2 ..... mr). It is 
shown in Appendix B.1 that t does not satisfy (26) (i.e., 0 ~ is a root of 
g,(x)) if ut < T = (u 4- 1)p~ -- 1 so that, from the Bose bound, d, is at 
least T/u. On the other hand, the weight of the vectors v0 A of _P~ is exactly 
T/u (see (24)) and thus: 
d~ T _ (u+ 1)pS-- 1 with s=ml+m2-k - . . .q -mr_ l .  (27) 
U U 
3.4. Dual Code of a Non-primitive Geometric Code 
Let g'~(x) = xkhu(1/x) be the generator polynomial of the code F" 
which is the dual over GF[p] of/ '~. The polynomial g*(x) = g'~(x)/(x -- 1) 
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generates the greatest cyclic code which is orthogonal over GF[p] to all 
vectors of -P~ whose coordinate sum is equal to zero; we call this code 
/ ' * .  I f  d* is the minimum distance of -P*(ml, m2 ..... m~) it can be shown 
(see Appendix B.3) that the condition 
pro -8  l 
0<t< - -D  
U 
implies g,(at~,) = 0 so that (from the Bose bound) d* is at least equal to 
D. By an argument similar to that used in Section 2.5 it can also be shown 
that d* ~< D and thus 
d* - -  P" - ' - -  1 with s :ml+mz+. . .+m~_l .  (28) 
u /,/ 
3.5. Majority-Logic Decoding 
3.5.1. Orthogonal check sets. Suppose i ~< r and consider the set 
E0(al,  a2 ,..., ~i ; ~r) of all points in V0 belonging to the geometry of order 
i + 1 E(0; a x , a2 ..... a~, ~r) with respect o Fx, F 2 ,..., F~ ; Fr : 
Y : %~I  + ~ + "'" + t~ + 6or~ with co~-e F j .  (29) 
It can be shown, by an argument similar to that in Section 1.3 that the 
number  of sets E0(~l, ~2 ..... a; ; ~)  that are orthogonal in V 0 on a given 
Eo(al , ~2 ,"-, ~i-1 ; at) is 
pm-(ml+ra2+'"+m~ - -  I 
K~ : (l ~<i~<r- -  1). (30) 
p '~-  1 
3.5.2. Decoding o f  the code/ ' * (ml ,  m= ..... m,). Consider the J vectors 
v = v~, v2 ..... vs of -P~,(ml, m2 ..... m~) that are orthogonal in Vo on the 
set of all points of the geometry E(0; aa,  a2 ,..., a~-~) contained in Vo 
(see 2.4): 
p . . . . .  1 . (31) J :  with s=m1+m2+. . .+mr_ l  
U 
Since the vectors v~ correspond (by Definition 3.1) to the (r q- 1)-taples 
= ,{D'~ __ Aj (0; ~1, ~2 ..... ~r-a, ~r ), the sum of the coordinates of vj v is 
equal to zero (see (11)). Moreover the vectors v2 -- v, v 3 -- v,..., vs --  v 
are orthogonal on the set of all points in Eo(~l, a2 ..... ~r-1 ; ~r) for which 
o~- ----- 1 (with =~ = e~a~). We now give an algorithm for the decoding of 
/ ' *  using majority logic: 
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THEOREM. I f  the number e of erroneous ymbols in a vector of  1"* does 
not exceed [K/2], where K is given by (32), each symbol can correctly be 
determined by r successive majority decisions 
K = rain[K1,1s ..... Kr_l, 1s (32) 
with K, = J -- 1 (see (31) and K1,1(2 ..... Kr-1 defined by (30). 
Let us call F0(~a, ~z .... , ai ; ~,) the set of all points of E0(aa, ~2 .... , ~i ; ar) 
for which co~" = 1; we have shown that the K~ vectors v2 -- v, v3 -- v ..... 
v~ -- v form an orthogonal check set in Vo on G = F0(c q , c~ 2,..., c~,_ 1 ; cx~). 
Using these vectors as parity checks for F* we can thus correctly compute 
the sum of the errors in the positions corresponding to the points of G if 
e ~< [K~/2]. On every set F0(ax, c~2 ..... ~-z  ; ~,) we can then construct an 
orthogonal check set of order K~_~ (see 3.5.1) and thus compute the sum 
of the corresponding errors if e <~ [gr_l/2 ]. By induction, we arrive in r 
steps to an orthogonal check set of order Kx on F0(c~), i.e., on the only 
point 5' = ~o~oLr (with oJ," = 1) that belongs to 1/0. I f  e ~< [K~/2], the 
r-th step of the algorithm gives thus correctly the error in position 7. 
3.5.3. Completely orthogonalizable codes. The code [ ' *  can be 
completely orthogonalized if d* = K § I. Comparing (31) and (28), it is 
seen that d* = J ---- K, § 1 so that F*  can be completely orthogonalized 
(by the algorithm given above) if and only if (see (32)) 
p~- ' - -  1 
/(1,K~ .... ,K~_~>~d~- - l - -  1. (33) 
U 
But, by (30), 
Kr-1 = P'~-~-- 1 
pm~-i - 1 
and in order to verify (33) it is necessary that u = pro'-1 -- 1. On the other 
hand, it is easily seen that the conditions ml = m2 . . . . .  m, -= c and 
u~pC- -  1 imply K,_I =Kr+ 1 =d~* <K~_2 <""  <K2 </ (1  so 
that (33) is verified and the corresponding code F*(c, c ..... c) can be r-step 
orthogonalized. 
IV. CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER CLASSES OF CODES-- 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The class of codes we call here primitive and non-primitive geometric 
codes is a generalization of the classes, respectively, defined in [11] and 
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[14], and the decoding procedures we describe generalize those given in 
the above-mentioned papers. More generally, it can be shown that some 
of  our geometric odes are equivalent to some of  the "generalized Reed- 
Mul ler codes" (primitive and non-primitive) when restricted to the prime 
field GF[p] see [12, 13]). This happens in the following cases: 
u= 1; ux=u2- -  - -  u r - l  = pC - -  11 primitive geometric odes, 
U = U 1 = U 2 - -  - -  Ur_  1 = p '  - -  1 
u I ul = u2 = ur_l = p '  - -  1 non-primitive geometric odes. 
In Table 1, we give the parameters of some binary primitive (C) and 
non-primit ive ( / ' )  geometric odes, where 
N is the length of  C (of F) ,  
k is the dimension over GF[2] of C (of / - ' ) ,  
d is the min imum distance of C (o f / ' ) ,  
k* is the dimension over GF[2] of C* (o f / ' * ) ,  
d* is the min imum distance of C* (o f / ' * ) ;  D* is the Bose lower bound 
for d*, and 
J (K)  is the order of the orthogonal  check set for C* (for F*).  
TABLE I 
Code u r N k d k* d* D* J(K) 
C1(4, 2, 1) 1 3 256 9 128 247 4 4 3 
C1(4, 1, 1) I 3 256 33 64 223 8 8 7 
C1(4, 1) 1 2 256 65 32 191 16 16 15 
C1(2, 1, 1) 1 3 256 161 16 95 32 32 31 
C1(2, 1) 1 2 256 211 8 45 64 64 63 
(71(1, 1) 1 2 256 247 4 9 128 128 127 
C3(4, 2) 3 2 256 25 64 231 6 5 
(73(2, 2) 3 2 256 129 16 127 24 21 
C~(2) 3 1 256 235 4 21 96 85 
(75(4, 4) 5 2 256 17 96 239 4 3 
Cs(4) 5 l 256 219 6 37 60 51 
C15(4) 15 1 256 73 16 183 18 17 
C17(8) 17 1 256 175 18 81 16 15 
6"51(8) 51 1 256 41 52 215 6 5 
C8s(8) 85 1 256 31 86 225 4 3 
F~(2, 2, 2) 3 3 85 17 21 69 5 5 4 
/'3(2, 2) 3 2 85 61 5 25 21 21 20 
/'5(4, 4) 5 2 51 9 19 43 3 3 1 
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APPENDIX A 
A.1. Lemma I 
Let p be a prime number, m a positive integer, q = p"~, F = GF[q]. 
Suppose u is a divisor of q -- 1, set v = (q - l)/u and define the polynomial 
X q - l -  1 
P(x)  - -  x ~ - -  1 - -  1 + x ~ + x 2~ + ""  + x (v-1)u. (A.1) 
Set  
Then 
st = ~ P(w)oJ where 0 ~ i~q- -  1. (A.2) 
o~F 
s i=- - I  if i - -=0 (modu),  i@0,  
s~=0 if i~0  (modu),  
S o = O. 
The proof follows from Lagrange identity (verified by any polynomial P 
of degree not exceeding q - -  1, with coefficients in GF[q])  
P (x )  = - -  ~ xq- ---- -x P(eo) 
oJ~F X - -  OJ 
= - -  ~ [x q-1 + cox ~-2 + "" + co~-2x + (~o ~-x - 1)1 P(~o) 
coEF 
applied to the polynomial (A.1). 
A.2. Theorem I I  
Let ua, u2 ..... Ur be divisors of q -- 1, t an integer (1 ~< t ~ q -- 1) and 
/3; ~1, as ..... c~r, r + 1 arbitrary elements of F. I f  we define 
X q - l -  | 
P , (x )  = - -  (1 ~< i < r), (A.3) 
x u, - -  1 
2 
~l,...,o%~F 
p1(0)1 ) P2(oA2)... Pr(OAr)[f~ _L OAl~ 1 ~_ ~O2~ 2 @ ,.. _!_ OArO~r]t, 
(A.4) 
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we have the formula: 
A = (--1) r 2 [O ! (/lUl) t (/2/,/2) ! ... ( l rUr)  l P 0s 0s "'" 0s ' 
/0,/1, ...,l~, 
where the sum is taken for each lo >~ O; 11, Iz ,..., l~ > 0 such that 
to q- lxul q- "'" ~- lrur = t. 
(i) We first prove the theorem for r = 1. Expanding the second member 
of (A.4) we obtain: 
ft(~; 0s 2 Pl(f'~ + (~163 : ~ (ti)~ 2 Pl(~176 ( i .6) 
WleF i=0 r 
Using Lcmma I, (A.6) can be written 
t! -Zo z1~1 (A.7) 
ft = -- 2 [0 ! (/lUl) ! f) 0s ' 
/1>0 
which is exactly the expression (A.5) for r = 1. 
(ii) Suppose now the theorem is proved up to the order r -  1. Set 
ff = fl q- ~ol0s 1 and substitute in (A.4): 
ft  : 2 Pl(~ [ 2 P2(('~ "'" Pr(~ + 0)20)2 + "'" -~- O')r0s 
r to 2, ...,wrEF 
(A.8) 
By the induction hypothesis, we can expand the term in brackets and write: 
t~ 
ft = 2 Pl(~ [ ( - - l f  -x X k! (12u2)! "'" (l~u,)! f l '~@" "'" @~']" 
WlEF 12, ...,tr>O 
(A.9) 
Now, using (A.7), we have (since fl' ---- fl q- tO10s 
2 Pl(Wl) fl,k = __ ~ k! fl,o0s (A.10) 
~1~ ,1>o 10! (11Ul)! 
Finally, substituting (A.10) in (A.9), we obtain the announced expression 
(A.5) and the theorem is proved by induction. 
A.3. Theorem III 
We adopt here the definitions and notations of Section 1.1, 
mr ] m~_l f ""[ ml l m, F~ = GF[p'~,], F = GF[p~], 
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whence 
GF[p] C_ F~ C_Fr_~ C_ ... C_ Fa C_F. 
I f  we suppose u i=p~' - -  1 (1 ~ i~<r  - 1) and u= u , . [p" , - -  1 the 
definition (A.4) becomes 
= ~ Q(~or) ~ ... ~ (/3 -1- o~,c h -k "'" + ~o~c~)', (A.11) 
w rEF t WlEF 1 u~r_lGFr_l 
where (as in (10)) we define 
Q(x) - 
X lOmr-1 - -  1 
X u - -  1 
THEOREM. /f [~1, as .... , a~] is not a basis with respect to F~, F2 ..... Fr 
the expression (A. 11) is equal to zero for every fl in F (see in 1. l the definition 
of  a basis). 
PROOF: Suppose for instance 
a~ = )qcq + Azc~ 2+ -.. -k A~_lC~_~, A~EF~ (1 ~< i ~< r - -  1). (A.12) 
Then put (A.12) in (A.11): 
f~ = 
COreF r COleF i wr_leF,_ i 
+ (~o,~,_1 + o~,_~) ~,_1)~]. (A.13) 
In (A.13) the expression in brackets does not depend on ~o~ since ~orAi + ~o i 
runs through F, at the same time as o~i does for fixed ~or. Whence the 
theorem follows since 
Q(,oO = o. 
r F r 
The reasoning is similar if, instead of (A.I2), we suppose ( for j  < r - -  1) 
at = AI~i + Azc~s + "'" -t- Aj_lcq_l with Ai ~F i .  
COROLLARY. The polynomial (A.11) ft([3; ~1, ~2 .... , c~r) is non-zero 
for at least one basis [oq, us ..... a,.] and one element [3 in F if  and only if  
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there exists at least one multinomial coefficient (A.14) non-congruent to 
zero mod p. 
t! 
e = lo ! ( laul) ! . . .  (lrUr) ! l o ~ O, l l ,  I S ..... l r > O, 
lo + llUl + "" + l~u~ = t. (A.14) 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorems II and I where we suppose 
u i=p~' - -  1(1 ~<i~r - -  1) andur  =u lp  'n , -  1. 
A.4. Theorem IV 
Denote by (a)~ the i-th digit in the radix-p representation of a positive 
integer a. Suppose 
t =ao+ax+. . .+a~ (ai ~>0,0 ~<i~r) .  
Then 
(t)~ = (a0), § (al)~ § "'" § (ar)~, i = 0, 1, 2 ..... (A.15) 
if and only if the multinomial coefficient 
t! 
c -  
a0! a1! "'" a,! 
is non-congruent to zero mod. p. 
This theorem is an extension of a lemma of Graham and MacWilliams 
(see [8], p. 1062) and can be proved by a similar argument. 
COROLLARY. The polynomial (A.11) ft(fl; ~1, o~2 ..... ~,) is non-zero 
for at least one basis [~1, ~ ,..., ~]  and one element fl in F i f  and only i f  
there exist r strictly positive integers 11, l~ ..... Ir such that 
(t)~ ~ (11ul), + (12uz), q- "'" q- (lrur),, i = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
(this is an immediate consequence of  Theorems I I I  and IV).  
We say then that the radix-p representation of t "contains" a non-zero 
multiple of u l ,  of u2 ..... o fur  and we note 
R~(t) ~ ul ,  u2 ..... u~, with ui = pro, _ 1 (1 ~< i ~< r --  1) 
and u, = u[p" ' - -  1. 
A.5. Theorem V 
Suppose now fl = 0 and 
( Pm- -1  -- N~) with t=ut '  I ~t"  ~ u u=u~lp'~,-I. 
582/6/4-3 
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In (A.5) the terms for which l0 is distinct from zero vanish since 13 = 0 so 
that, by the same argument as in Theorem III we have the following r~sult: 
the polynomial f,~,(0; ~1, a2 ..... ~)  is non-zero for at least one basis 
[c~, ~2 ..... ~]  if and only if there exists at least one multinomial coefficient 
(A.17) non-cronguent to zero modp.  
r z 
(t'u)! 
( / ,u , ) !  (l~u~)! .. .  ( l ,u , ) !  ' 
l~ ,12 ..... /~>0,  
llUl + 12u2 + "" + lru~ = t'u. (A. 17) 
and thus (see Theorem IV) if and only if the radix-/) representation of t 'u 
contains a non-zero multiple of u~, of us ..... of u~ ; i.e., see (A.4), 
R~(t 'u )~u l ,u2  ..... u~, with u, =p"~- - I  (1 ~ i~r - -  1) 
and u~ = u [pm,_  1. 
APPENDIX B 
Suppose 
u -= ur lp~- -  l lu r_ l  =P~-~- -  1 [ ' " [u l  =pm~--  l ip  . . . .  1, 
s = m: + m2 q- "'" -k mr- l ,  
(13 .1 )  
(B.2) 
and call wq(t) the sum of the digits in the radix-q representation of integer 
t. 
B,I .  Theorem VI 
The condition t < (u + 1)p ~ -- 1 implies R~(t )~u l ,  u2 ..... ur-x, ur. 
PROOF: Set 
9 . m ml 
q = p,.~, pm= q., p,., = q., with /~ -- , /zi --  (B.3) 
mr mr  
It can be shown that the condition Rp(t) ~ ux, u2 ..... Ur implies (see (B.1)) 
wq(t) ~( t~14-#~§ 1)§  ~- ~(q - -  1 )+u (B.4) 
But we have t <(u§  1) q~ 1 - - (q - -  1)(1 +q§ 
and thus w~(t) < o(q - -  1) + u, which contradicts (B.4) and the theorem 
is proved. 
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B.2. Theorem VII  
Let T be the set of integers t(1 ~ t < pm_ l) for which 
R~(p  ~ - -  1 - -  t)  ~ l, l l ,  U 2 . . . . .  Ur - -1 ,  Ur  (B.5) 
and T '  the set of integers t(1 <~ t < p"  --  1) for which 
mr "~ (( m - - s  ) t imes);  (B.6) R~(t )~p '~- -  l , p  -- l , . . . ,p -- 1 ~ ~  
then T'  is a subset of T. 
PROOF: Suppose there exists an integer t satisfying (B.6) and not (B.5). 
(i) (B.6) implies 
%(0 >~ m - -  s . m~(p - -  1) = (m --  s)(p - -  I). (B.7) 
mr 
(ii) R~(p  '~-  1 - - t )~p ml - -  l ,p  "~ - -  1 , . . . ,p  m~-~ - -  1, ur implies 
w~(p '~-  1 - -  t)  > (ml  + m,, + " .  + m,-1)(P -- 1) = s(p - -  1) 
and thus w~(t)  < (m - -  s ) (p  - -  1), which contradicts (B.7). 
B.3. Theorem VII I  
Suppose t'  --= 0 (mod u) and 0 < t'  < p . . . .  1. Then 
R~(p  m - -  1 - -  t') 9 Ul,  U 2 ..... Ur_ l ,  U r . (B.8) 
PROOF: We have pm _ 1 - -  t '  > pm-S(p~ _ 1) and thus, since t'  ~ 0 
(rood u) and u ]p~ - -  1 (see (B.1) and (B.2)), 
pro_  1 - - t '=pm-S(p~- - l )+ku  with 0 <ku <pro -s - - l ,  (B.9) 
which can also be written: 
p'~ - -  1 - -  t '  = pm-4n ' - lUr_  1 -t- p . . . . . . . . .  lu,_2 + "'" 
+ p~"- '~ ' " -m' - lu  x + ku,  
whence (B.8) follows (see in A.4 the definition of R~(t)) .  
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